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Abstract: The nature of human relationship is always long discussed phenomenon and subjected for multiple interpretations. It 

ranges from Individual and his self, Family and the biological and sexual Antithesis. The nature relationship between biological male 

and female is considered as a valued entity by the means of force of attraction rather than an accident or a preexisted outcome. The 

article explores the element of naturalness in relationship between Male and Female and the different stages of developing the interests. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The individual opinion really matters when the case of 

human relationship involves a discussion of behaviors in 

relationships. It is because that male and female perspective 

about relationship is different. Even though evolved from 

same species Male and Female Homo Sapiens are different 

from Male and Female of Animals. The binding force of 

relationship is absent with Animals and it only exhibits 

instantaneous sexual gratification. Based on the behavioural 

patterning intimate relationship between men and women 

are different. “It is no secret that men and women operate 

differently, especially in terms of emotionality” (Formica). 

 

Dan Bacon’s The Flow narrates the stream of human 

relationships and portrays the effective ways for winning the 

sexual, intellectual competition of the sexes. It necessarily 

estimates for individual and sexual improvisation in the 

human relationship. This article examines the naturalness 

and the dimensions of interests in building human 

relationships.  

 

2. The Stream of Life 
 

God created Humans in his likeness and image. He created 

them in male and female, states the book of Genesis. It is 

evident that men and women are same but belongs to 

different species. They are different by the means of 

sensibility, temperament, reasoning, capabilities. They bear 

same neurological compositions but different patterning. 

Men and Women are two different entities of separate 

capacities. These opposite extremes become problematic 

when there is an association between the sexes. Their 

coalition becomes challenging and results in failure because 

of the lack of awareness about the opposite sex. The 

personal psychology which constitutes to the mind set  

determines the temperament towards the partner. Behaviours 

, which includes actions and verbal- no verbal 

communications which consists of body language and 

articulated words are also important. The individual 

perspective and its cooperative nature determines the 

viability of the relationship.  

 

As far as the man is concerned. “Men are, as a general rule, 

physical creatures” and hunters since the ages therefore are 

associated with availability and proximity. The quality of 

availability implies physical association with partner and 

meeting emotional and sexual needs. From the hunter 

perspective this does not require the necessity of 

communication. Women, on the other hand are 

“contemplative creatures”. For them physicality is 

associated with emotionality.“women express emotions, 

share personal feelings, relate stories, and listen 

empathetically” Male’s emotional availability triggers their 

sexuality. In handling the conflicts, both expresses 

significant but polar responses.  

 

Relationship satisfaction which is the key to success is 

rooted in the intimacy of the partners. It is derived from the 

partners’ experiences about the other and the connectedness.   

This involves trust, validation and acceptance. Emotional 

expressiveness between male and female are different. It is 

the measuring tool for the intimacy. Women explore the 

intimacy and men win the intimacy through competitive 

dialogue. The journey of life thus becomes a matter of 

competitive performance.  

 

3. The Communication 
 

Communication is the integral part to the success of the 

relationship. Relationship, companionship and sex are 

accelerated by the gravity of the communications. Effective 

communication comes from learning the surroundings and 

the partner’s persona through the behaviors. Initiating the 

interaction and developing the connections takes the things 

to next level. Since man is dominant, the next level is about 

the triggering to organize the pattern. But it becomes 

“challenging and unpredictable” (Bacon 23) unless man 

creates demand and woman wants it more. The more 

communication becomes effectives it works on the sexual 

chemistry. 

 

The underlying genetic code of woman, precisely Female 

Human being is that to place her with a suitable male, who 

will be a protector, “able to produce favourable offspring, 

which he will then help in raise in a safe environment by 

being a provider” (60). The articulation power rather 

communication is important in portraying himself as a 

potential male.  Better skills give him better chances to 

survive the race of the sexes and provide personal 

confidence, satisfaction and financial independence. 
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4. The Continuum 
 

The continuum of evolution is manifested by the processes 

of Natural selection. Naturalness signifies the state of being 

of original. It is an action of spontaneity. In the relationship 

naturalness refers to the immediate capability of man to 

attract woman by the means of his traits. The reality of the 

attraction is that “women find handsome men attractive, they 

feel a stronger attraction for male behaviors and traits” (62). 

This is important and at the same time can be useless. After 

all it is subjected for women to how to feel with man’s 

personality.ThereforeA good looking man with confidence 

and physically strong does with attractiveness and 

personality makes the needful.  

 

The point is that like the acquisition of behaviour attraction 

is natural and a unconscious process. It automatically 

triggers woman. It is his Masculine energy that which 

consists of strong and powerful sexual charge attracts the 

opposite charge inside the woman. It does not happen for a 

neutral man or a weak man. Therefore naturalness is the 

continuum in attraction of woman charged by the strong 

male sexual energy, Signified by the sexual polarity. Focus 

of natural attraction is about becoming more masculine. 

 

5. Dimensions of Interest and matters of 

Resistance 
 

Interests have pivotal role in developing and maintain the 

relationship. Interests advance the relationship. The stage 

which is closed exhibits some kind of nervousness. It is not 

personal but it is an outcome of unsocial and apologetic 

behaviour. The openness that the female offer is about the 

validation of the particular male approached her. It is the 

reciprocation of fun, ability and energy drive, in which she 

has a responsive nature. 

 

The stages of interests and its development play a significant 

part in a successful escalation in relationship and takes into 

the next level. After all recognition and regulation of interest 

breaks the physical barriers and initiates to the male female 

intimacy 

 

Natural Resistance from one sex to opposite sex usually 

expressed as a contrary to the natural attraction. Male 

behaviour, body language, level of energy attracts female. 

But female by the means of same indices expresses 

resistance. It matters because she expresses herself as an 

emotional entity. “it’s not that women are uninterested, but 

that they are pickier about whom they choose for 

trysts”(Seidman). Such “no” in intimacy “it doesn’t mean 

that she doesn’t want to proceed, but usually just a way of 

protecting her self-image and creating sexual tension” (120), 

the intimacy and flow of relationship can be ruined if man in 

such a situation becomes uncomfortable. 

 

So the role of the man is to lead the woman where they 

really want to with him. 

 

 

 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

In the evolutionary flow the modern man exhibits huge 

difference from the primitive male. The post-industrial – 

internet society made male human being weak. In such a 

context The Flow provides new insights for the development 

for men to outperform from their selves. The Flow is a guide 

for transition from beta male to alpha male.   

 

For man to become natural is only possible by means of 

expressing his innate charisma and attracting female. Only 

by showing such expression of sexual energy he will be 

presented as a potential male. Recognizing and validating 

Interests makes the intimacy strong and is the key for a 

successful relationship. 
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